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Abstract
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Excellent reviews on central N-methyl-D-Aspartate receptor (NMDAR) signaling and function in
cardiovascular regulating neuronal pools have been reported. However, much less attention has
been given to NMDAR function in peripheral tissues, particularly the heart and vasculature,
although a very recent review discusses such function in the kidney. In this short review, we
discuss the NMDAR expression and complexity of its function in cardiovascular tissues. In
conscious (contrary to anesthetized) rats, activation of the peripheral NMDAR triggers
cardiovascular oxidative stress via the PI3K-ERK1/2-NO signaling pathway, which ultimately
leads to elevation in blood pressure. Evidence also implicates Ca2+ release, in the peripheral
NMDAR-mediated pressor response. Despite evidence of circulating potent ligands (e.g. D- and
L-aspartate, L-homocysteic acid and quinolonic acid) as well as their co-agonist (e.g. glycine or
D-serine), the physiological role of peripheral cardiovascular NMDAR remains elusive.
Nonetheless, the cardiovascular relevance of the peripheral NMDAR might become apparent when
its signaling is altered by drugs, like alcohol, which interact with the NMDAR or its downstream
signaling mechanisms.
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L-Glutamate receptors are divided into metabotropic (mGluRs) and ionotropic (iGluRs)
receptors, which regulate glutamate signaling within the central nervous system (CNS) and
extraneuronal tissues. The mGluRs are one family of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs),
which are divided into three groups: mGluR1 and mGluR5 (group I), mGluR2 and mGluR3
(group II) and mGluR4, mGluR6, mGluR7 and mGluR8 (group III). The mGluRs act via
second messenger systems to modulate excitability and synaptic transmission. Group I
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mGluRs activate phospholipase C by coupling to Gq/G11, which leads to generation of
inositol 1, 4, 5-trisphosphate and diacylglycerol.1 Groups II and III mGluRs are coupled to
Gi/Go, which leads to adenylyl cyclase inhibition. In addition, these receptors are coupled to
the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K)
signaling pathways.2 Group I mGluR activation produces cell depolarization or
hyperpolarization and neuronal excitability depending upon the neuronal population.3
Groups II and III mGluR activation plays a role in neurotransmitter release inhibition.4
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The four subtypes of iGluRs are: 1) N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA); 2) DL-α-amino-3hydroxy-5-methylisoxasole-4-propionate (AMPA); 3) kainate (KA); and 4) receptors. These
receptors are generally named based on the agonist that binds them. AMPA receptors are
located within the excitatory glutamate synapses and involved in long term potentiation and
long term depression.5 Kainate receptors, which are expressed in the hippocampus
(pyramidal neurons, neocortex and gyrus) and cortical interneurons, modulate synaptic
release of GABA and glutamate, postsynaptic depolarization and neural circuit
development.6 Localized predominantly in the cerebellar Purkinje cells, glutamate receptors
of the delta (δ) family are essential for cerebellum function and promotion of synapse
formation.7, 8
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Central NMDA receptor (NMDAR) mediates diverse physiological processes including
excitatory synaptic transmission and synaptic plasticity. These receptors are implicated in
various diseases such as Huntington’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s and
psychological disorders such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.9 However, recent
findings indicate that these receptors can also be found in peripheral tissues and continue to
gain attention. In this review, we discuss the current knowledge and knowledge gaps in our
understanding of the peripheral NMDAR role in the regulation of blood pressure and heart
rate.
Structure
The NMDAR is a heterodimer composed of multiple subunits. The subunits are NR1, NR2
(A-D) and NR3 (A and B). The NR1 subunit is the ubiquitously expressed subunit of the
receptor. The NR2 subunits (A, B, C and D) are involved in modulatory processes and not
essential for function. The NR3 subunit was recently discovered within the last decade and
binds glycine.10 The NR2 and NR3 subunits assemble with the obligatory NR1 subunit to
form various combinations. Each heterometric complex requires two NR1 subunits that bind
glycine and two NR2 subunits that bind glutamate or a combination of NR2 and NR3.11
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The NMDAR is considered a nonselective cation channel, which leads to sodium and
calcium ion influx and potassium ion efflux. It also has high calcium permeability when
compared to the AMPA and kainate glutamate receptors and can undergo blockade by
magnesium in a voltage-dependent manner. The NMDAR contains several domains: 1) an
amino-terminal domain; 2) three transmembrane domains (M1, M3 and M4) with a pore
channel-forming re-entrant loop; 3) a pore-channel agonist-binding domain; and 4)
cytoplasmic terminal domain.12 The NMDAR contains numerous binding and modulatory
sites for glutamate or NMDA, glycine, magnesium, cysteine sulfhydryl group that reacts
with nitric oxide, zinc (Zn2+), polyamines (i.e. spermidine) and a proton-sensitive site.13
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The NMDAR, unlike other glutamate receptors, requires both glutamate and glycine (coagonist) for activation.14 Endogenous agonists, L-glutamate and L-aspartate activate the
NMDAR via binding at the glutamate site of the receptor.12 The glycine binding site can
bind either glycine or D-serine.15 Partial agonists, D-cycloserine, 1-aminocyclopropane
carboxylic acid and 1-aminocyclobutane carboxylic acid bind at the NR1 subunit of the
NMDAR and produce domain closure similar to agonists such as glycine and D-serine.16
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NMDAR antagonists are divided into competitive, uncompetitive, and noncompetitive
antagonists. Competitive antagonists, 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP-5) and 2amino-7-phosphonoheptanoic acid (AP-7) are phospho derivatives of short chain amino
acids that bind at the glutamate site of the NMDAR.17 R-(+)-3-amino-1-hydroxypyrrolid-2one (R-(+)-HA-966) and 5,7-dichlorokynurenic acid (DCKA) bind at the glycine sensitive
site of the NMDAR and can also act as competitive antagonists.18 These antagonists are
capable of blocking normal and pathophysiological functions.
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Uncompetitive antagonists of the NMDAR act as channel blockers only when the channel is
in an active conformational state. Dizocilpine (MK-801), phenylcyclidine, amantadine,
ketamine and memantine are uncompetitive antagonists that induce behavioral changes and
cardiovascular alterations.19–21 Ethanol, at intoxicating levels, is a noncompetitive
antagonist of the NMDAR. Prior reports suggest acute ethanol exposure inhibits NMDAR
function, whereas chronic ethanol exposure upregulates NMDAR activity.22 Another
noncompetitive antagonist, ifenprodil acts at the NR1 subunit (proton-sensor) and
potentially, the NR2 subunit. However, ifenprodil discriminates between NR2 subtypes with
a lower IC50 for NR2B compared to the other NR2 subtypes (A, C and D).23 Ifenprodil has
been used in combination with L-DOPA, tricyclic antidepressants or selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors to potentially treat Parkinson’s disease or depression.24, 25 Nitrous oxide
(N2O, laughing gas) is widely used as an analgesic agent and has NMDAR antagonist
properties,26 but the mechanism of action is not clear. In recent years, newer NMDAR
antagonists have demonstrated therapeutic potential in treating neuropathic pain, depression
and Parkinson’s disease.27

Peripheral NMDAR
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Previously thought to exist only within the CNS, recent findings indicate the NMDAR is
localized within peripheral tissues. These studies suggest that the NMDAR can be found in
multiple cells and tissues including pancreatic islet cells,28 bone cells,29–31 epithelial cells,32
human keratinocytes,33 taste buds,34 lung,35 rat medulla, cortex and renal pelvis of the
kidney,13, 36 the male urogenital tract,37 and as detailed in a very recent review.38 Within the
cardiovascular system, the NMDAR is expressed in the heart and vasculature.39,40 The NR1
subunit is expressed within different components of the heart (atrium and ventricle), and the
vasculature (pulmonary artery and aorta) as well as within H9c2 cultured rat myoblasts.40
Interestingly, the NR2B subunit is expressed within the developing rat heart during
embryonic day 14 until postnatal day 21 disappearing at 10 weeks after birth.41 The NR1
subunit is also present in rat mesenteric and carotid arteries.42, 43 Although several
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investigations have confirmed its expression in the heart and vasculature, the exact
functional role of the peripheral NMDAR in these tissues is not fully elucidated.
Peripheral NMDAR-Mediated Cardiovascular Responses

Author Manuscript

There are a limited number of studies on the role of the peripheral NMDAR in the
cardiovascular system. Sitniewska et al. showed that the middle dose of NMDA (25, 50 and
1000 μg/kg i.v.) produced slight hypotension and no change in heart rate in anesthetized
rats.44 In the presence of chlorisondamine, a nicotinic receptor antagonist, the observed
hypotension declined suggesting a central origin. Realizing the potential confounding effects
of anesthesia on cardiovascular responses, McGee et al. evaluated peripheral NMDAR
activation in conscious rats.42 Following systemic NMDA administration (125, 250, 500 and
1000 μg/kg, i.v.), a dose-dependent pressor, along with dose-independent tachycardic,
responses were observed. The persistence of the pressor response after systemic ganglionic
blockade with a blocker that does not cross the blood brain barrier (hexamethonium)
supported a role for peripheral NMDAR in the observed responses. This conclusion was
further supported by NMDA-evoked increase in contractile force in rat aorta rings.42
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In addition to alterations in blood pressure and heart rate, acute and chronic NMDAR
activation has been linked to increased susceptibility of arrhythmias. Chronic NMDAR
activation induced increased heart rate and prolonged repolarization (action potential
duration and beat-to-beat variability of repolarization). Furthermore, electrical instability,
reduced expression of potassium (K+) channel proteins, and mild myocardial fibrosis were
noted. However, these changes were abolished following co-treatment with MK-801.45 Both
myocardial ischemia and ischemia-reperfusion induce ventricular fibrillation, ventricular
tachycardia and mortality. These events induced by reperfusion were drastically reduced by
pretreatment (5 min) with the NMDAR antagonists, MK-801 (0.3 mg/kg i.v.), CNQX (6cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2, 3-dione, 1 mg/kg i.v.), ketamine (10 mg/kg) or memantine (1.5
mg/kg) indicating NMDAR involvement.46

NMDAR Signaling
Numerous investigations have been conducted to assess NMDAR-mediated signaling
processes. These signaling processes have been well established within the CNS, but not
within the peripheral tissues. Specifically, we will focus on signaling molecules involved in
peripheral NMDAR-mediated cardiovascular responses. However, given that little is known
about the peripheral NMDAR, we will provide a broad overview of the potentially common
signaling networks that regulate or are triggered by peripheral and central NMDAR
activation, and how they modulate NMDAR activity and physiological processes.

Author Manuscript

Protein Kinase C and NMDAR
Phosphorylation of the NMDAR occurs via protein kinase C (PKC), protein kinase A,
calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) and tyrosine kinases, Fyn and Src
kinases. Here, we will focus on PKC, which is a ubiquitous family of serine/threonine
protein kinases and activated via G-protein coupled receptors. This kinase has been
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extensively studied in the regulation of NMDAR via phosphorylation of the NR1 and NR2
subunits of the NMDAR.
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Activation of PKC can lead to a wide range of alterations within the NMDAR: 1)
potentiation or desensitization,47 2) Mg+ block sensitivity,48 and 3) receptor trafficking.49
An electrophysiological study demonstrated a potentiation of NMDAR currents due to the
activation of PKC by 4β-phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (4β-PMA). This potentiation was
dependent upon receptor composition, specifically NR2 subunits. In the presence of PKC
inhibitors such as chelerythrine or calphostin, NMDAR-mediated responses were
attenuated.50 Stimulation of PKC causes NMDAR desensitization in HEK-293 cells
expressing NR1/NR2A and NR1/NR2B. NMDAR desensitization resulted in a decreased
steady-state current, which was abolished following administration of bisindolylmaleimide
derivatives, Go 6850 and Go 6983.47 With regards to Mg2+ block sensitivity, PKC is
essential for phosphorylation at mechanosensitive domains of the NR1/NR2B subunits
restoring mechanical stretch of the NMDAR following a potential Mg2+ block.48,51
Furthermore, PKC mediates the phosphorylation (activation) of nitric oxide synthase (NOS)
leading to the generation of nitric oxide (NO).52 Consistent with this view is the finding that
inhibition of PKC by chelerythrine attenuated glutamate-induced increases in NO in
cerebellar granule cells.53
Calcium Signaling

Author Manuscript

NMDAR activation promotes Ca2+ influx, which regulates physiological processes such as
synaptic plasticity, gene transcription, and NOS activity.54, 55 The magnitude of Ca2+ influx
influences both neuronal survival and death because elevated Ca2+ levels can trigger
excitotoxicity under abnormal conditions within neuronal cells. Synaptic NMDAR-mediated
Ca2+ influx also activates two signaling pathways, a Ras–ERK1/2 pathway and the nuclear
Ca2+-calmodulin (CaM) kinase pathway.56
Within the cardiovascular system, Ca2+ determines the excitation-contraction coupling. The
transient reversible increase and the overload in intracellular Ca2+ caused by lower and
higher NMDA concentrations, respectively are consistent with earlier findings on NMDARmediated increase in intracellular Ca2+ oscillation frequency.57,58 The MK-801-induced
abrogation of NMDA-evoked Ca2+ influx supports the involvement of the NMDAR in this
cellular response and highlights the functional importance of such responses. The latter
conclusion gains credence from recent findings that the Ca2+ entry blocker nifedipine caused
dose-dependent attenuation of the pressor response caused by peripheral NMDAR activation
in conscious rats.59
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Nitric Oxide
NO is synthesized from L-arginine via Ca2+-dependent activation on eNOS , iNOS and
nNOS in different tissues.60 As discussed above, stimulation of NMDAR causes Ca2+ and
PKC mediated activation of NOS leading to NO as well as reactive oxygen species (ROS)
generation.61,62,53 The coupling of nNOS to the NMDAR via scaffolding protein,
postsynaptic density protein (PSD-95) generates NO and exerts its effects via the activation
of cGMP and S-nitroslyation of proteins.63,64 Within the CNS, the debate continues about
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the role of NO because both excitatory and inhibitory effects have been reported in
numerous investigations including ours.65,66 Moreover, these opposing responses can be
attributed to, but are not limited to, the following factors: anatomical location in the brain,
models, sources of NO and the use of anesthesia when using animal models. Interestingly,
the use of either NO (NG-methyl-L-arginine, NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester) or NMDA
(MK-801 and 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione) inhibitors reversed the effects caused by
NMDAR stimulation in both in vivo and in vitro studies suggesting the reciprocity between
NO and NMDA.65,67 NO reaction with ROS (both generated by NMDAR activation) results
in the formation of peroxynitrite,68 which causes mitochondrial dysfunction and
cytotoxicity.69
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Within the periphery, eNOS and nNOS isoforms participate in peripheral cardiovascular
regulation via the NO-cGMP-dependent vasodilation.70 Therefore, their stimulation by
NMDAR activation is expected to generate NO and ultimately vasodilation. While not
directly investigated, this view might explain the hypotensive response elicited by systemic
NMDA administration in anesthetized rats.44 Importantly, however, the NMDAR signaling
and its interaction with NOS might have been confounded by the use of anesthesia in the
latter study. In support of this notion are our findings that similar systemic doses of NMDA
produced dose-dependent pressor responses in conscious rats along with NO and ROS
generation in tissues collected from these rats.42 It is also possible that eNOS and nNOS
uncoupling, which generates ROS,71,72 might be facilitated by NMDAR activation. Overall,
there are only a few studies that have dealt with these signaling molecules in the peripheral
NMDAR-NOS signaling pathway and their impact on blood pressure and heart rate.
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Our laboratory previously conducted studies examining NO and ROS as molecular
mediators in the peripheral NMDAR-mediated pressor response42 with a premise based on
the ability of central NMDAR-mediated NO generation to increase ROS production.73
Subsequently, the use of nonspecific (NG-Nitro-L-arginine methyl ester: L-NAME) and
specific eNOS (N5-(1-Iminoethyl)-L-ornithine dihydrochloride: L-NIO) and nNOS (Npropyl-l-arginine: NPLA) inhibitors highlighted a causal role for the nNOS isoform in the
peripheral NMDAR-mediated pressor response, which contradicts the conventional
vasodilating action of NO. Therefore, it is likely that nNOS-derived NO reaction with
NADPH oxidase (NOX)-derived reactive oxygen species (see below), which results in
peroxynitrite formation within the vasculature, is a driving force for the pressor response
elicited by peripheral NMDAR activation.
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)
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Superoxide, hydroxyl radical and hydrogen peroxide generation occurs during cellular
responses and mitochondrial metabolism. NMDAR activation can lead to the production of
ROS throughout the CNS.74,75 Sustained NMDAR activation yields abnormal levels of ROS,
which ultimately contribute to cell death.76,77 There is evidence suggesting the NOX
pathway and the conversion of NO to peroxynitrite constitute potential sources of ROS in
neurons.78,79 Brennan et al examined the role of the NOX in NMDAR-mediated superoxide
production in cultured neurons and those within the mouse hippocampus.80 Superoxide
production was increased following the administration of NMDA and was inhibited when
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apocynin, a NOX inhibitor and neurons lacking the p47phox, an essential subunit of the
NOX, were used confirming the NMDAR-NOX signaling pathway.80
The NOX2 family is the prototypical NOX and the most widely distributed NOX isoform.
NMDAR activation increases NOX2 and NO, which synergistically contribute to ROS
generation in CNS,81 at least partly, via ERK1 activation. This conclusion is supported by
the ability of NMDAR antagonists (APV or MK-801), antioxidants such as N-acetyl-Lcysteine (L-NAC), superoxide dismutase (SOD), Mn(III) tetrakis (4-benzoic acid) porphyrin
(MnTBAP), catalase or ebselen to reduce or abolish ERK activation caused by NMDA
within hippocampal slices.82 Further, NOX inhibitors abolished NMDAR-mediated ROS
production.81,83
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Similar to findings within the CNS, peripheral NMDAR activation leads to ROS generation
in cardiovascular tissues.42, 53, 59,57 Despite the widespread distribution of the different
NOX isoforms in cardiovascular tissues,84 the possible contribution of NOX to peripheral
NMDAR-mediated ROS and its functional relevance remained unknown until very recently.
Data generated in our laboratory showed that pretreatment with the nonspecific NOX
inhibitor, apocynin, attenuated the ROS production in vasculature, and pressor response
caused by peripheral NMDAR activation.59 Nevertheless, the exact NOS isoform(s)
implicated in this phenomenon remain(s) to be elucidated.
Phosphoinositide 3-Kinase (PI3K)-Akt Signaling
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The phosphoinositide 3-kinase-Akt (PI3K-Akt) signaling pathway plays an important
function in the NMDAR-mediated induction of neuronal responses and excitotoxicity,85–87
at least partly, via NOX activation/ROS generation.80 More specifically, NMDAR induction
of Ca2+ influx activates PI3K, and its downstream effector, PKCζ, and the latter
phosphorylates the NOX2 isoform.88
Given that PI3K-Akt-NOX signaling occurs as a result of central NMDAR activation, it is
plausible to consider the ability of peripheral NMDAR to mediate similar signaling events in
cardiovascular tissues. In the latter, PI3K-Akt signaling contributes to Ca2+ influx 89,90 and
NO generation via eNOS or nNOS,91,92 which highlight the importance of this signaling
network in cardiovascular pathophysiology.93,94 However, evidence for implicating this
signaling pathway in peripheral NMDAR-mediated cardiovascular responses has only been
recently investigated. In vivo and biochemical findings have shown that the PI3K inhibitor,
wortmannin significantly attenuated the pressor response, and the associated increases in
NO, ROS and NOX activity caused by peripheral NMDAR activation.59
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MAP Kinase Signaling
Ca2+ influx, which occurs following NMDAR activation, can activate the MAPK signaling
pathway.95,96 This signaling pathway consists of different MAPKs. To date, there are three
major families of MAPKs: 1) extracellular-signal-regulated protein kinases (ERKs), 2) Jun
kinases/SAPK (JNKs) and 3) p38.97 The activation of the MAPKs (ERK, JNK and p38)
following NMDAR activation98 can stimulate the synthesis of Wnt proteins, which play a
role in neuronal development and plasticity.99
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Numerous studies have documented rapid ERK phosphorylation following NMDAR
activation.96,100,101 Further, a potential mechanism for ERK activation by NMDAR may
depend upon the PI3K102 as discussed earlier. Similar to the JNK or stress activated protein
kinases, the p38 MAPK family plays a key role in NMDAR signaling.103 Outside of the
CNS, the MAPKs promote ROS production in cardiovascular tissues.104,105 For example,
ERK1/2 phosphorylation is implicated in angiotensin II-evoked oxidative stress and
hypertension,106 and in vascular smooth muscle cell growth and ROS generation.107
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Both JNK and p38 act as stress-activated kinases and are key mediators of cardiovascular
diseases. The MAPK, JNK, which is expressed in the heart and vasculature,108 is implicated
in cardiac hypertrophy, ischemia-reperfusion and cardiac remodeling. However, the exact
roles in these pathologies are unclear because both protective and detrimental effects
depending upon the stimulus have been reported.109 Within the vasculature, JNK2+3
deletion enhanced contractility in carotid arteries lending support for therapeutic use of JNK
inhibitors.110 As discussed above, p38 plays a pivotal role in hypertension111,112 perhaps via
NOX-generated ROS.113 While a vast number of publications have focused on the role of
MAPKs in central NMDAR signaling, very few investigations have dealt with the role of
these MAPKs in peripheral NMDAR signaling and function. We present the first evidence of
enhanced phosphorylation of Akt, ERK1, JNK and p38 in the vasculature (aortas) collected
from male Sprague-Dawley rats during the pressor response elicited by systemic NMDA
injections.59 While no pharmacologic inhibitors were used to target each MAPK and to
prove causal role for this molecular event in the peripheral NMDAR-mediated
cardiovascular responses, these biochemical findings provide a foundation for future in vivo
and mechanistic studies. Nevertheless, based on the cardiovascular biology of these kinases,
discussed above, it is highly likely that they are implicated in the oxidative stress and
subsequent pressor response elicited by peripheral NMDAR activation in conscious rats in
our recent studies.
Peripheral NMDAR Signaling Modulates the Blood Pressure Effect of Ethanol
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The NMDAR has been suggested as one of the prominent molecular targets for both acute
and chronic effects of ethanol.114 Notably, acute ethanol acts as a noncompetitive NMDAR
antagonist whereas chronic ethanol upregulates the NMDAR.115,116 Various studies have
dealt with central NMDAR-ethanol interaction including effects on cardiovascular
responses.117–120 In contrast, no previous investigations have examined the peripheral
NMDAR-ethanol interaction within the cardiovascular system until recently. We recently
reported the first investigation on the impact of this interaction on cardiovascular responses
such as blood pressure and heart rate and molecular mediators such as NO and ROS in
conscious rats.121
The findings of this recent investigation on peripheral NMDAR-ethanol interaction showed
that: 1) acute ethanol attenuates peripheral pressor and bradycardic responses elicited by
NMDA infusion, 2) an increase in vascular oxidative stress contributes to the dampening, by
ethanol, of the systemic NMDA-evoked oxidative stress and pressor responses, and 3)
NMDAR blockade uncovers ethanol-evoked hypotension. Importantly, the attenuation of
peripheral NMDAR-mediated cardiovascular responses was consistent with previous reports
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on similar findings within cardiovascular regulating brain stem nuclei.117,118,122 In
particular, one prior report compared excitatory receptor agonists, l-glutamate, NMDA,
kainic acid or α-amino-2, 3-dihydro-5-methyl-3-oxo-4-isoxazolepropanoic acid in the
presence of ethanol and its effect on blood pressure, heart rate and baroreflex sensitivity in
urethane-anesthetized Sprague-Dawley rats.117 Interestingly, systemic (1 g/kg) or intra-NTS
(10 μg) ethanol attenuated the cardiovascular and baroreflex responses elicited by central
NMDAR activation. In a subsequent study in conscious rats, ethanol blockade of NMDAR
in the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM), which also controls central cardiovascular
function, was suggested as a mechanism for the ethanol-evoked impairment of
baroreflexes.118 Collectively, the recent investigation, and the previous reports provide new
insight into the peripheral NMDA-ethanol interaction.

Future Clinically Relevant Studies
Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Future studies are warranted to elucidate the role of peripheral NMDAR in chronic ethanolevoked hypertension and in models of human hypertension in the absence and presence of
ethanol. First, while central NMDAR signaling might be altered in the SHR, there are
currently no studies on vascular or cardiac NMDAR signaling in the SHR, particularly
following chronic NMDAR activation or blockade. Based on the findings discussed above,
we predict that a heightened vascular NMDAR signaling might contribute to the elevated
vascular oxidative stress and vascular resistance in SHRs.53,59 Second, since the original
observation by Lian in 1915,123 many studies including ours have shown that chronic heavy
ethanol consumption causes sympathetically-mediated hypertension in rodents,124,125 which
agree with the J-shaped blood pressure effect of chronic ethanol in humans.126 It is
intriguing to note that behavioral studies revealed that chronic ethanol administration in
rodents upregulates central NMDAR.116,127,128 It will be important to determine if chronic
ethanol administration causes a similar NMDAR upregulation in cardiovascular regulating
nuclei. Notably, our recent study implicated RVLM NMDAR in neuronal oxidative stress
and sympathoexcitation.129 Therefore, it is possible that NMDAR-dependent
sympathoexcitation contributes to chronic ethanol-evoked hypertension. Future studies also
need to determine if a similar NMDAR up-regulation occurs in the vasculature and the heart
of chronic ethanol-treated rats, and contributes to the development of hypertension.
Interestingly, chronic ethanol-evoked hypertension in rats is associated with vascular
endothelial oxidative stress and dysfunction.130 If these predictions are confirmed in models
of human essential and ethanol-induced hypertension, selective peripheral NMDAR
blockade might be considered a viable antihypertensive agent modality in general and for the
treatment of ethanol-induced hypertension in particular. Finally, given the rapidly growing
interest in studying sex as a biological variable, it would be important to elucidate peripheral
NMDAR signaling in female rats in general as well as under the aforementioned conditions.

Conclusion
Numerous studies have been reported over the past three decades on the role of the NMDAR
in neural control of a number of biological functions and neurological disorders.
Furthermore, emphasis has also been placed on the central NMDAR interaction with ethanol
as the basis for a number of deleterious behavioral as well as cardiovascular effects of
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ethanol. In recent years, studies have begun to examine the role of NMDAR in various
peripheral tissues with scarce reports focusing on the cardiovascular tissues. The presence of
the peripheral NMDAR has been confirmed in both the heart and the vasculature; yet, its
physiological function remains unknown. This review provides insight into the signaling
pathway(s) triggered by peripheral NMDAR in conscious animals and potential contribution
of NMDAR signaling to the acute cardiovascular effects of ethanol. Nonetheless, future
investigations are required to fully elucidate the role of peripheral NMDAR in
pathophysiological conditions, and as a potential therapeutic target.
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Schematic presentation of the molecular and blood pressure responses elicited by peripheral
NMDAR activation. This model is based on our reported findings in male conscious
Sprague-Dawley rats.42,59,118 The peripheral NMDAR can be activated by its ligands,
glutamate or NMDA. NMDAR blockade with antagonists, AP-5 or ethanol attenuates
peripheral NMDAR-mediated cardiovascular responses. Following activation, Ca2+ influx
occurs and multiple signaling cascades are triggered: 1) PI3K-Akt signaling, 2) NOX
activation and 3) PKC activation. PI3K-Akt signaling increased nNOS phosphorylation
leading to NO generation, which in turn contributes to ROS generation within the
vasculature and vasoconstriction. This signaling is inhibited at multiple points within the
pathway by either PI3K inhibitor, wortmannin or nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibitors, N
(ω)-propyl-L-arginine (NPLA) or N(ω)-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME). Peripheral
NMDAR activation also activates NOX leading to ROS generation and vasoconstriction;
nonspecific NOX inhibitor, apocynin attenuates these responses. Activation of PKC
mediates the phosphorylation of NOS leading to NO generation, which contribute to
downstream ROS generation and vasoconstriction. Inhibition of PKC with chelerythrine
reduces vascular NO and ROS generation and NOX activation as well as the pressor
response elicited by peripheral NMDAR activation.
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